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Abstract

In this work, we present a Cross-Layer Forwarding Strategy
(CLFS), which is based on the cooperation between the new
IEEE 802.11e MAC protocol (EDCA) and the On-Demand
AODV routing protocol. The proposal aims to minimize the num-
ber of Forwarding nodes (FN) by hop, in the network. By this
way, we decrease the contention amount and we improve the
medium utilization. The selection of FN is based on maximum
battery level and queue occupancy. These informations are in-
jected into routing requests and replies crossing nodes in the net-
work. Then, each node is able to select the FN that will par-
ticipate in path establishment. In order to maintain a fair node
capability, the forwarding procedure is dynamically distributed
and assigned to nodes in the network. Moreover, an Adaptive
Transmission Opportunity (ATXOP) mechanism, is derived from
the EDCA. It aims to share the transmission channel fairly ac-
cording to traffic load of nodes.

We demonstrate that CLFS has good network performance,
specially in term of throughput, that can be significantly im-
proved. Moreover, it achieves a high degree of fairness among
applications.

1 Introduction

Current layered design paradigm is inflexible and sub-optimal for
wireless networks. A good network planning is required in or-
der to meet the performance expectations especially when IEEE
802.11 is used with real-time applications. Indeed, multimedia
processing and transmission are delay sensitive that require con-
siderable battery power as well as network bandwidth. Further-
more, the routing, mac, and physical protocols that support QoS
must be adaptive and cooperative to cope with the time-varying
topology and time-varying network resources.

Enhanced Distributed Contention Access (EDCA) is a
contention-based HCF channel access specified in IEEE 802.11e
[3]. The proposed scheme provides capability for up to four
types of traffic classes. It assigns a short CWmin, CWmax,
and AIFS to classes that should have higher priority in order to
ensure that in most cases, higher-priority classes will be able to
transmit before the lower-priority ones. To decrease delay, jitter,
and achieve higher medium utilization, packet bursting is pro-
posed in IEEE 802.11e standard. So, once a station has gained
access to the medium, it can be allowed to send more than one
frame without contending for the medium again. After getting
access to the channel, the station is allowed to send as many
frames it wishes as long as the total access time does not exceed
a certain limit (TXOPLimit) and no collision occurs. There is
no need to use RTS/CTS frames for the transmitted packets. The

TXOPLimit parameter is fixed and could not react to traffic
load variation and medium utilization. In this paper, we propose
to adapt EDCA parameters to node load while decreasing the
contention amount by reducing the number of forwarding nodes
thought routing process.

In mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), network services are
fulled by the cooperation of all nodes instead of pre-deployed
facilities. Due to the limited radio transmission range, data pack-
ets are usually forwarded by multiple intermediate nodes before
they reach the destination. Packet transmission does not come for
free. In addition to the bandwidth and computational cost, energy
is spent by each Forwarding Nodes (FN). Furthermore, when
the number of FN increases in the same hop, the contention
amount increases and affects the application performance. We
believe that minimizing the effective of FN can enhance well
the medium utilization and reduce collisions. These nodes con-
stantly use more energy than others. If this trend continues, these
nodes will die much earlier than the others and will cause the dis-
connection of the network. To overcome this problem, we allow
the intermediate nodes to redirect the route on each hop and form
cooperative coalitions on the fly. Hence, the forwarding activ-
ity is balanced between nodes in order to provide a fair resource
consumption. A level N hop, a node chooses one of its level
N-1 neighbors for forwarding data packets based on its battery
level and queue occupancy. Moreover, different weights wi are
assigned to node i in the network according to their load. This
parameter is used to tune and adapt MAC layer parameter values,
as Contention Window (CW ) and TXOP duration. This leads
to high medium access probability for FN .

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we review the most important works that have been done so
far to enhance MANET performance through the use of cross
layer architecture. The description of the proposed CLFS cross-
layer model is given in Section 3. Simulation methodology and
performance evaluation of our proposal are detailed in Section
4. Section 5 concludes the paper by summarizing results and
outlining future works.

2 Related works

The co-operation between layers to enable performance enhance-
ment is very important and useful in wireless ad-hoc networks.
The global objective of such co-operation is to achieve a reliable
communication-on-the-move in highly dynamic environments as
well as QoS provisioning. Numerous works have been presented
in the open literature that introduce several coupling ways and so-
lutions between different communication layers as we discussed
in [9]. Hereafter, we review the most related works close to our
mechanism and that address cooperation between MAC and rout-
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ing protocols.
In [1], we addressed an adaptive service differentiation based

on buffer management and route establishment strategy. This
proposal aims to find the best path according to application re-
quirements in terms of delay. Each node periodically estimates
the average transmission delay for each class of service. This
information is injected into routing requests and replies crossing
each node. The sender is then able to select the best path which
fits its delay requirement. Furthermore, in order to overcome
transit network characteristics due to new communications set up
and mobility, we develop a new buffer management scheme for
the audio class of service that aims to discriminate audio packets
according to their tolerated end-to-end transfer delay and their
current experienced delay.

In [10], the authors propose a mechanism for detecting net-
work congestion. There are two metrics which are used to mea-
sure the congestion level. The first one, is the average MAC layer
utilization around each node. Instantaneously, this metric can be
equal to 1 or 0. It is equal to 1 if the MAC layer is utilized.
The second metric, is the instantaneous interface queue length.
The routing protocol looks to establish routes over no congested
nodes. However, if we avoid busy nodes in route establishment,
there are some routes that cannot be established even if they exist.
At higher layer, these metrics can be used to decide or not data
compression. When the medium is busy the sender can decide to
compress the data. However, the compression should represent
a trade-off between bandwidth consumption and the CPU time
used for compression and decompression. In [11], MAC layer
exploits the topology information collected by network layer to
achieve fair channel scheduling and fix the problem related to
hidden and exposed terminals. An enhanced backoff scheme is
introduced. The authors suppose that a node has a knowledge of
the whole network topology and so a proactive routing protocol
should be used. Hence, it seems that for some scenarios, it is
very hard, costly, and not efficient to address this cross-layer ar-
chitecture regarding the dynamic traffic nature and the high mo-
bile node speed. However, no information has been provided
on how to compute the path per-formability index or other cross
layer parameters. In [12], two cross-layer designs based on en-
ergy consumption are presented for wireless ad-hoc and sensor
networks, namely ECPS and E2LA, which employ probabilistic
dynamic programming (PDP) techniques and utilize cross-layer
interactions between the network and MAC layers. They aim to
enhance the operation of existing power-based multi-path rout-
ing protocols via cross-layer designs and optimal load assign-
ments. Furthermore, the authors developed four distinct reward
schemes for which E2LA assigns routing loads accordingly. In
ECPS mechanism, the MAC sublayer provides the network layer
with information pertaining to successfully receiving a CTS or an
ACK frame, or failure to receive one. ECPS, in turn, chooses the
route that will minimize the probability of error or, equivalently,
maximize the expected reward.

The proposed medium access control (MAC)-based perfor-
mance studies, revealed that battery capacity may not be effi-
cient for achieving energy-based fairness and system longevity
for wireless mobile multi-hop ad-hoc and sensor networks. How-
ever, energy conservation may be attained only if valuable MAC
(and PHY) input is passed to the network layer.

Indeed, most of the proposals compute global or local met-
rics which are used to make decisions for route establishment,
scheduling, tuning transmission rate, tuning power transmission,
etc. However, in our work we investigate a new MAC layer adap-
tation scheme using both TXOP and CW parameters. The pre-

sented approach allows to select minimum forwarding nodes in
the network while still adapting to local characteristics variations
and maintain a good packet delivery.

3 Proposal description

3.1 Short overview

We propose a forwarding scheme and adaptive transmission op-
portunity in wireless ad hoc networks. The goal of our proposal
is to achieve a good medium utilization while providing a good
application performance. To this end, the routing layer selects
as possible a minimum number of forwarding nodes (FN ) to set
up communications, in order to decrease the contention amount.
Furthermore, FN functionality is balanced between nodes to
achieve good resource management and fairness.

A critical issue in the selection of the proper broadcast and
routing strategy in the ad hoc network is energy conservation and
prolonging network lifetime while maintaining connectivity and
satisfying latency constraints. We propose to consider both queue
length fraction and battery to select FN. Each node includes these
two metrics in hello messages. By this way, nodes are able to se-
lect the appropriate FN in a distributed way. Moreover, these
accurate information allow nodes to manage their resource intel-
ligently.

The number of flows that traverse a given node, indicate how
much a node participate to the communications. Indeed, loaded
nodes suffer from high queue drops and so rapid resource degra-
dation when they cannot access to medium for a minimum dura-
tion. To overcome this problem, we adapt MAC layer parameters
according to node traffic load. Thus, TXOP duration and CW
setting are tuned according to an assigned weight that takes into
account the node forwarding activities.

3.2 Multipath routing

As the energy conservation and the network lifetime is a critical
issue in the wireless ad hoc network, we take the amount of en-
ergy left at neighbor nodes into consideration when selecting one
route from multiple paths. The selected node is then chosen for
all possible communication set up that have to traverse that hop,
while its queue level does not reach 90% of its maximum level.
To this end, each node needs to report its energy and queue levels
to its neighbors. The current (residual) energy level is normalized
to the maximum battery capacity and scaled to 100. The normal-
ized residual energy level makes it easy to handle heterogeneous
nodes with different battery capacity. An additional two bytes
recording the energy and queue levels are piggybacked onto the
hello messages. So, all the neighbors hear the packet and record
the corresponding values. The multi-path selection thus takes
all the next hops from available paths, and checks the associated
normalized remaining energy levels known to the node. The next
hop with the highest energy level is selected. Then, the other hop
possibilities are classified according to their battery occupancy.
When a FN does not still have the larger energy level or his queue
occupancy reach the 90 %, the packet forwarding is balanced to
the node of best quality in term of energy and queue occupancy.
It is possible that the energy information collected at a node is
not accurate. However, the promiscuous nature of wireless chan-
nel provides a node great opportunity of overhearing neighbor
information, which enables a node maintaining almost-accurate
records. The energy usage at a node indicates the amount of ra-
dio activities. Thus it can be regarded as an indication of traffic
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load at the node. While selecting the next hop according to the
energy levels, load balancing among the neighbors is achieved.

3.3 Selection Procedure of forwarding nodes

In order to minimize the complexity of QoS metric computation
while maintaining an efficiency of the chosen metrics, each node
has to compute periodically two parameters:

• Normalized battery level: The normalized battery level
E[E] is defined to be the ratio of the remaining energy RE
to the maximum energy level (MaxE): E[E] = RE

MaxE ∗

100. To avoid frequent FN changes, we just consider abso-
lute values. That is mean a node having 80.1 % or 80.5% of
energy level values are considered 80 %.

• Normalized queue occupancy: The normalized buffer size
(E[B]) is defined to be the ratio of the current buffer
size (CB ) to the maximum queue occupancy (MaxB):
E[B] = CB

MaxB ∗ 100

3.3.1 Computation of node weight

Each node can know the Forwarding Node List (FNL) in its
hop by observing all received packets at MAC layer. Indeed,
it looks if the destination and source addresses included in the
packet header, are already recorded in the FNL or not. By this
way, each node can have an accurate FNL. There might be an-
other way that could be used to determine the FNL. The idea is
to observe the RREP packets. However, this method can not be
accurate since intermediate nodes can reply to RREQ messages.
So, nodes toward destination could not have knowledge about
this new communication set up.

The capture of packet addresses at MAC layer can give knowl-
edge about the Traffic Fraction (TF ) that a node is sending.
These observations help each node in the same transmission
range, to assign a weight wi to each neighbor node i. We define
wi = TFi for all j in the neighbor list of i. When considering
constant transmission rate, this parameter (wi) can be expressed
by the number of flows that traverse a given node i. In the lat-
est case we can write: wi = Σfij . where j is the flow ID that
traverse i.

3.4 Route establishment scheme

In this work, we extend AODV routing protocol to support our
proposal [7]. When a source node tries to build up a path from it-
self to a certain destination, it generates a Route REQuest packet
(RREQ). Besides those fields specified in AODV, it also sets the
QoS indicators E[E] and E[B] parameters that we have defined
above. Then, each node maintains for each reverse route this cost
in the routing table entry. The routes are built based on the maxi-
mum energy. The route establishment can be done with different
paths. Among the different next hop possibilities, we select the
nodes that are recorded in FNL and have the largest weight. The
nodes in FNL which have a queue level that exceed 90% of its
maximum value are not chosen.

3.5 Role Rotation

Periodically, every node broadcast hello messages, which include
its E[E] and E[B] parameters. A node compares its own values
with its neighbors . If it is among the top richest nodes in its
neighborhood, it may claim its ability to forward packets. So, it

updates its routing table. So, we allow the intermediate nodes to
redirect the route on each hop and form cooperative coalitions on
the fly.

All the other routing operations are the same as those in AODV
to make the extended version compatible with AODV and, under
different circumstance, the network may choose from original or
extended AODV without any additional cost.

3.6 Adaptation of MAC layer parameters for ac-
tive forwarding node

Many Results show the importance of considering the impact
of MAC-layer parameter setting on the application performance
[2]. We aim to provide better and efficient medium utilization for
most loaded nodes while achieving a good QoS support and fair
channel access.

3.6.1 Adaptive TXOP duration

We believe that differentiation based on adaptive packet bursting
can provide a good performance in a distributed network where
contention can be very costly. To get benefits from the TXOP
option, we propose that nodes in the network adopt an adaptive
transmission opportunity duration based on the node congestion.
Under some ergodicity assumption, the throughput of node i for
one transmission can be expressed as: th[i] = Psize[i]

Tx[i] , where :

Tx[i] = CN ∗ (IS[i] ∗ ST +PktTx[i] + AIFS[i] + ST )

+RTSTx +CTSTx +AIFS[i] + PktTx[i] (1)

+ACKTx + + IS[i] ∗ ST +3 ∗ SIFS + ST

is the average virtual transmission time of a packet by the
MAC layer. PktTx[i] is the transmission time over the wire-
less channel of a packet with size equal to Psize[i] , CN is the
average number of collisions in a virtual transmission time (or
a Virtual Transmission Cycle V TC), IS[i] is the average num-
ber of idle slots resulting from the queue i’s backoff for each
contention period, ACKTx is the acknowledgment’s transmis-
sion time, and ST is the SlotTime which depends on the physical
layer type. The above throughput expression 1 shows that the
ideal case is reached when a successful packet transmission is
followed by another successful packet transmission without any
collisions or idle time loss, i.e. CN = IS[i] = 0. So, we can
write:

Tx[i](CN=0)[i] = RTSTx +CTSTx + AIFS[i]

+PktTx[[i] +AcKTx +3 ∗ SIFS + S (2)

The maximum throughput of node i is then:

max−th[i] =
Psize[i]

Tx[i](CN=0)
(3)

We observe in Eq 3, that the throughput is still affected by the
time elapsed to send RTS/ CTS packets. The CFB is introduced
to send packets without using RTS/CTS frames as shown in ex-
pression 4:

TXOPdur[i] = RTSTx + CTSTx + 2 ∗ SIFS

+(ki + 1) (PktTx[[i] +ACKTx + 2 ∗ SIFS) (4)
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Where kiis the maximum number of packets that can be sent
without using of RTS/CTS frames. In the basic EDCA

scheme,TXOP duration is initially fixed for all priority queues.
This could not be efficient when node’s traffic load and medium
characteristics vary dynamically. In this paper, we aim to allow

FN more medium access ability since they are almost very
loaded. To this end, we consider the weight parameter wi

introduced above to tune the maximum CFB duration for each
node during a V TC,so we can write:

TXOPdur[i] =
Wi

∑j=n
j=1 w

j

∗ V TC (5)

where n is the neighbor number of i. From Eq 4, and Eq5 we
can write:

V TC =

∑j=n
j=1 w

j

Wi
∗ (Txrts/cts + ki(Tx[i])) (6)

To determine the value of V TC, we have just to fix the value of
Ki packets that the most congested FN (that has the larger wi) has
to sent in order to avoid packet drops. Furthermore, we can set
V TC as follows: V TC = (

∑j=n
j=1 KjTx[j])+ backoff , where

n is the number of nodes in the same hop, and backoff param-
eter is the average backoff value which is given by: backoff =
CW+2

2

3.6.2 Contention Window max-min values and adaptive set-
ting

In the previous QoS enhancement studies, contention window
size was used as the main differentiation mechanism [5]. They
consider the medium utilization and the amount of collision, the
main parameter to enable differentiation and enhance the applica-
tion performance. In our work, we follow another method that is
based on the TXOP duration value obtained by the above anal-
ysis for each neighbor node. So, if one node success to transmit
packets, he adjust his CWminas follow:

CWmin[i] = (
∑

j 6=i Kj ∗ Tx[j])/2 + 1

The above formula is at the same time adaptive to the amount
of communications because the kj ∗Tx[j] is dynamically settled
according to traffic load of each node neighbors. Moreover, it
can achieve differentiation because we allow more transmission
opportunity duration for the most loaded nodes which leads to
less CWmin. Hence, if we have node f which is most loaded.
So kf ∗Tx[f ] is the maximum of kj ∗Tx[j] for j 6= f . Then, for
all neighbors n of f ,with n 6= f , CWmin[f ] ≤ CWmin[n].

Following the same reasons, we set the CWmaxas follow:
CWmax[i] = (

∑
j 6=i Ki ∗ Tx[j]) + 1.

4 Simulations and performance analysis

We implemented our proposal in ns-2 network simulator [6]. We
have extended the AODV protocol and EDCA scheme to support
our cross-layer algorithm. We report in this section the results
of simulations. We also provide an analysis of performance ob-
tained.

4.1 Scenario description

We simulated Local Area Network (LAN) and multihop network
scenarios to show the performance of our approach. Our simu-
lation uses video traffics to evaluate QoS support. Each active
station, generates packets of size equal to 1280 bytes each 10 ms
which corresponds to an overall sending rate of 1024 Kbit/s. To
increase the load of the system, we increase the number of flows.
Moreover, we consider an arbitrary starting and end time of com-
munications to show how the proposed model could be adapted
to the dynamic network load. The radio model is very similar to
the first generation WaveLAN radios with nominal radio range of
250m.

In the following simulations, we assume that each wireless sta-
tion operates at IEEE 802.11a PHY mode-6, see network param-
eters shown in Table 1.

SIFS 16µs

DIFS 34µs

TXOP 0.0015ms

CWmin 15

CWmax 31

Data rate 36 Mbits/s

Slot_time 9 µs

CCA Time 3µs

Preamble Length 20µs

RxTxTurnaround Time 1µs

PLCP header Length 4µs

Table 1: IEEE 802.11a PHY/MAC parameters used in simulation

4.2 Performance metrics

To evaluate the performance of the different schemes, the follow-
ing metrics are used:

• Throughput :This metric shows the total bytes that have
been successfully delivered to the destination nodes.

• Mean delay: it is the average delay of all the flows. The
average delay is used to evaluate how well the global delay
performance of different flows.

• Latency distribution: latency distribution allows to trace
the percentage of packets that have latency less than the
maximum delay required by the applications. Real-time
flows require both low average delay and bounded delay jit-
ter.

4.3 Performance study in wireless LAN

We consider a simple scenario to show how performance is en-
hanced when considering the adaptive MAC Layer Parameters
(AMP) that we proposed. The scenario consists of three nodes
in the same transmission range of each other. The first and the
second node send respectively 10 and 5 video flows to node 3.
In Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the goodput and the delay dis-
tribution results. Indeed, AMP can provide significantly more
10% of total throughput compared to EDCA. Moreover, the co-
ordinates (0.08, 80) and (0.08, 50) imply that 80% of packets
have delay lower than 0.08ms. However, for the original EDCA
scheme, only 50% have delay less than 0.08ms. The adaptive set-
ting of CW values and TXOP durations for all the flows reduce
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the number of collisions that allows a good medium utilization.
Hence, the throughput is improved and the delay is well mini-
mized.
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Figure 1: Goodput results
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Figure 2: Delay distribution results

4.4 Performance study in wireless multihop Net-
work

The simulated scenarios consists of 9 nodes located in a uniform
distribution within an area of 1500x300 forming a multi-hop net-
work. The nodes send video traffics to each other.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the throughput and the average de-
lay performance, respectively for our proposed model and the ba-
sic protocol. We observe that CLFS provides significantly more
total throughput compared to EDCA-AODV (Figure 3). There
is more than 50% throughput gain when using the layer cooper-
ation. This result demonstrates the benefits of reducing the FN
number while adapting the MAC layer parameter to the traffic
load. Indeed, as the load becomes heavier, the level of contention
will not increase proportionally. By this way, the medium uti-
lization is improved. Whereas for EDCA scheme, the high con-
tention level affects the throughput performance due to the fact
that its parameter setting is static and cannot be adaptive to the
traffic load.

As we can see in Figure 4, at the beginning of simulation CLFS
achieves higher delay than the basic approach. The tight between
the two curves is minimized when all nodes start transmission.
One reason behind this phenomenon is that, when routes are not
yet exist, the selection of FN takes some delay before route es-
tablishment. However, this delay decreases over the time and
achieve the same performance as EDCA-AODV protocols. This
behavior could not affect the performance of our scheme since
the delay tend to be improved once the selection of FN is done.

The main advantage of our proposal is that, it do not only en-
hance well the global throughput of the video applications, but
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Figure 3: total throughput results

also can ensure a fair fairness degree among all the flows.
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Fairness Index (FI) is defined as: FI =
(
∑

i=n

i=1
Ti)

2

n
∑

i=n

i=1
(Ti)2

, where

n is the number of flows, and Ti is the throughput of flow i. We
recall that FI ≤ 1, and it is equal to 1 if all Ti are equal, which
corresponds to the highest degree of fairness between the differ-
ent users. As shown in Figure 5, our scheme is always fairer than
EDCA-AODV basic protocols. The main reason comes from the
fact that the AMP scheme adjust CW value regarding to the traf-
fic load of neighbors which allow a fair medium access probabil-
ity. Moreover, the adaptation of the TXOP duration allocate to
nodes relative medium occupation according to their load. This
provides better fairness between different users since the queues
of the different users will be transmitting almost all the time at
the adaptive MAC parameters. This is not the case when using
EDCA-AODV protocol because there is no consideration of node
congestion which leads to an unfair medium access.
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5 Conclusion and Future work

This paper presented a cross-layer approach called CLFS, based
on the cooperation between MAC and routing layers. Our pro-
posal is mainly based on selecting minimum FN in the network
considering their battery level and queue occupancy. On the other
hand, it assigns adaptive MAC layer parameters to the nodes,
which allows them to achieve high probability of transmission
success. The simulation results we obtained show that our model
provides a total throughput significantly higher than the basic
scheme. Besides, it provides a higher degree of fairness than
AODV-EDCA protocols between the different simulated flows.

Even though we implemented the model on AODV, the tech-
nique used is very generic and can be used with any on-demand
protocol. Moreover, this proposal can be applied to single chan-
nel and multi-channel based medium access protocols, and there
is no need for synchronization. We are working on the mobility
effect on our proposal and we are going to provide, later on, a
detailed analysis and remarks of the on-going results.
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